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USA PARTNERSHIP PAVILION FAST FACTS 

HALL A 

14 U.S. Companies Exhibiting within the USA Partnership Pavilion 

780 sqm space in the USA Partnership Pavilion 

1 exhibitor new to the market 

3 exhibitors new to the show 

9 states represented  

1 Custom Build by Kallman Creative Services 

Sponsored by Boeing and Lockheed Martin 

VIEW INTERACTIVE FLOORPLAN HERE 

VIEW DIGITAL DIRECTORY HERE 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

American Commitment to Indian Trade Relations Strengthens Partnership at Aero India 2023 

BENGALURU, India and WALDWICK, NJ/February 7, 2023 — American aerospace and defense suppliers 
present a broad range of the nation’s most innovative and reliable aerospace and defense solutions, 
with the intent of gaining a stronger foothold across the region’s growing aerospace market at Aero 
India 2023, February 13 through 17 in Bengaluru. 

As reported by the International Trade Administration (ITA), India’s aviation sector holds great potential 
for U.S. companies. By 2024, the domestic aviation market in India is expected to grow to $30 billion, 
making it the third largest globally. In addition to this, India has the third largest armed forces in the 
world, and are amongst the largest military spenders ($76.6 billion) with plans to spend billions of 
dollars on defense articles over the next several years.   

Fourteen (14) of America’s leading manufacturers and suppliers, many with proven operating 
partnerships already in-country, are exhibiting within the USA Partnership Pavilion, the centerpiece of 
the national effort, organized by Kallman Worldwide, Inc., in coordination with numerous government 
agencies, including the departments of Commerce, Defense, and State.  Entering its 60th year in 2023, 
Kallman Worldwide will be representing the North American presence at the show as returning 
advocates for global trade. With over 30 years of experience in the aerospace industry, their industry 
and show knowledge far exceed that of any other American pavilion organizers. 

The group includes three companies, Astronautics Corporation of America, Jonal Laboratories, Inc., and 
United Performance Metals, who are new to show and Jonal Laboratories, Inc., completely new to 
market.  Along with representation from nine states – California, Illinois, Virginia, Connecticut, Florida, 
New Jersey, Ohio, Texas and Wisconsin, the capabilities of these exhibitors range from airframes and 
engines to materials and components.  The USA Partnership Pavilion presents a well-established 
destination for buyers looking for an efficient way to meet a critical mass of leading suppliers, an on-site 
business center for U.S. exhibitors looking to maximize their exposure and impact at the event, and a 
networking forum for all to share ideas and insights. 

A comprehensive list of U.S. Exhibitors, their capabilities, products, and services can be found at 
Sourcehere.com – the Official Digital Directory of the USA Partnership Pavilion and number one online 
platform for aerospace companies and professionals.     

“Six decades of experience has taught us that global trade is a year-long conversation punctuated by 
events.  For Kallman Worldwide, the yearlong conversations take place on www.Sourcehere.com where 
international buyers and suppliers come together on an online marketplace designed to facilitate 
connections and sales 365/24/7.  It’s the perfect tool for sourcing products, companies, agents, and 
services and will power onsite connections in the USA Partnership Pavilion at Aero India 2023.” 

U.S. global leader, Lockheed Martin, features heavily at this year’s show, presenting amongst the most 
innovative capabilities on offer to the Indian Armed Forces including the F-21 fighter aircraft, C-130J 
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transport aircraft, MH-60R “Romeo” multi-mission helicopter, JAVELIN Weapon System, and S-92 multi-
role helicopter.   

“We are excited to participate at Aero India 2023 to showcase our advanced capabilities and address our 
customers’ biggest challenges for the 21st Century. Our participation will be focused on engaging with 
our customers while creating opportunities for the local industry to feed into the global supply chain and 
manufacture in India, for India and for the world,” said William (Bill) Blair, chief executive, Lockheed 
Martin India Private Limited. “We continue to strengthen and grow our presence and partnerships in 
India for strategic security and greater self-reliance in the defence sector. We have a high degree of 
confidence in the manufacturing and technical capabilities of the Indian industry which is reflected 
through our two joint ventures and multiple associations with public and private companies of all sizes 
including MSMEs.”  

The prime attraction at the Lockheed Martin booth will be the F-21 fighter aircraft cockpit demonstrator 
that will be available for defense and aerospace customers and partners to “fly” the jet for themselves, 
experiencing its unmatched performance. The F-21 fighter aircraft, which is on offer to the Indian Air 
Force (IAF) for the Multi-Role Fighter Aircraft competition, is configured with the latest sensors and 
mission avionic systems that couple onboard and off-board data information into an effective, easy to 
manage combat situation display. 

### 

ABOUT KALLMAN WORLDWIDE, INC. 

Established in 1963, event organizer Kallman Worldwide creates unique opportunities for U.S. 
companies to strengthen business relationships around the world by maximizing their impact at 
international trade shows and through online digital events. With a flagship USA Partnership Pavilion; 
end-to-end exhibitor services; custom stand-building and creative services; corporate hospitality and 
networking programs, Kallman has helped more than 15,000 companies and collaborated with 
numerous associations and government agencies at over 1,500 industry and professional events in 46 
countries. The company is a strategic partner of the U.S. Department of commerce, and a proud 
recipient of the President’s “E” and “E Star” Awards for the company’s active role in aiding U.S. exports 
and continuing recognition of noteworthy export promotion efforts. Kallman Worldwide is 
headquartered in Waldwick, New Jersey, with satellite offices in Washington DC and Houston, Texas. It 
also staffs a Latin America office in Santiago, Chile and bureaus in London, UK and Sydney, Australia. For 
more information, visit www.kallman.com. 

ABOUT SOURCEHERE 

Sourcehere is a 24/7/365-day platform that helps businesses of all sizes to get in front of an 
international audience of buyers year-round via its global marketing programs, its use as a Directory at 
some of the biggest trade shows around the world, and its partner marketing efforts. This easy-to-use 
platform allows buyers to find products, services, and the companies that provide them in seconds. 
Users can also message company representatives directly on the platform. As a partner of Kallman 
Worldwide, Sourcehere is the Official Digital Directory for the USA Partnership Pavilion, ensuring your 
products get in front of your target audience before, during, and after the show. For more information, 
visit www.sourcehere.com.   
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MEDIA CONTACT: 

Philippa Ewart 
Marketing & Communications, Special Projects 
Kallman Worldwide, Inc. 
philippae@kallman.com  
+44 7730 817825
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Hi-Tech Import Export Corporation NEWS 

BOOTH #A5.3C IN THE USA PARTNERSHIP PAVILION AT AERO INDIA 2023 

Sole Authorized Export Distributor for leading tool manufacturers DMC and SR Torque Tools 
Hi-Tech Import Export Corp distributes mission-critical tools for the aircraft, aerospace programs. 

Hi-Tech Import Export Corp distributes and services mission-critical tools for the aircraft, aerospace and 
electronics industries. Founded in 1988, Hi-Tech is the sole authorized export distributor in India, 
Singapore and parts of the Middle East for leading tool manufacturers Daniels Manufacturing and 
Sturtevant Richmont. Hi-Tech also operates the only facility in the region authorized to calibrate and 
repair tools made by Daniels Manufacturing. 

Daniels Manufacturing Corporation (DMC) products have been used on virtually every Defense System, 
Aircraft Program, Land or Sea Going Transport System, Space Exploration Program, and in many other 
types of manufacturing and support activities. 

DMC has been a (QPL) authorized supplier of tools since the first QPL was established in 1971. 

Please feel free to contact us with all questions or needs you have in the areas of Tooling and 
Components for Aerospace or Transportation Systems Tooling. Hi-Tech is headquartered in Florida, and 
all our products are proudly designed and manufactured in the USA. 

Additional Information: 

• To view Hi-Tech Distribution Repair Calibration Authorization Certificate, click here. 
• To view Power Contact Wall Chart 2022, click here. 
• To view Lacelok Cable Lacing Fasteners, click here. 
• For more catalogs, please click here: https://dmctools.com/resources/catalogs/  

TARGET SECTORS 
Defence System 
Aircraft and Space Exploration Program 
Land or Sea Going Transport System 

PRODUCTS/SERVICES 
Daniels Manufacturing Corp (DMC Tools) 
Sturtevant Richmont (SR Torque Tools) 
Authorized Calibration & Repair Center 

MEDIA CONTACT 
Sudhakar Udumala 
President 
udumalas@hitechtoolkits.com  
9549460603 

www.hitechtoolkits.com 
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Lockheed Martin NEWS 

BOOTH #A5.1 IN THE USA PARTNERSHIP PAVILION AT AERO INDIA 2023 

Lockheed Martin To Reaffirm Commitment to ‘For India, From India, For the World’ at Aero India 2023 
The company will showcase advanced solutions to address India’s needs for the 21st Century 

NEW DELHI, Feb. 3, 2023 — Lockheed Martin will showcase its vast range of advanced defence 
capabilities and solutions at the 14th biennial edition of Aero India taking place in Bengaluru from 
February 13-17, 2023. The company’s exhibit this year will showcase its most innovative capabilities on 
offer to the Indian Armed Forces including the F-21 fighter aircraft, C-130J transport aircraft, MH-60R 
“Romeo” multi-mission helicopter, JAVELIN Weapon System, and S-92 multi-role helicopter among 
others. 

“We are excited to participate at Aero India 2023 to showcase our advanced capabilities and address our 
customers’ biggest challenges for the 21st Century. Our participation will be focused on engaging with 
our customers while creating opportunities for the local industry to feed into the global supply chain and 
manufacture in India, for India and for the world,” said William (Bill) Blair, chief executive, Lockheed 
Martin India Private Limited. “We continue to strengthen and grow our presence and partnerships in 
India for strategic security and greater self-reliance in the defence sector. We have a high degree of 
confidence in the manufacturing and technical capabilities of the Indian industry which is reflected 
through our two joint ventures and multiple associations with public and private companies of all sizes 
including MSMEs.”  

The prime attraction at the Lockheed Martin booth will be the F-21 fighter aircraft cockpit demonstrator 
that will be available for defence and aerospace customers and partners to “fly” the jet for themselves, 
experiencing its unmatched performance. The F-21 fighter aircraft, which is on offer to the Indian Air 
Force (IAF) for the Multi-Role Fighter Aircraft competition, is configured with the latest sensors and 
mission avionic systems that couple onboard and off-board data information into an effective, easy to 
manage combat situation display.  

The Indian Navy’s most recent rotary wing acquisition, MH-60R “Romeo” SEAHAWK® helicopter, will 
occupy a prominent place at Lockheed Martin’s Aero India display. The MH-60R is the most capable and 
mature Anti-Submarine (ASW)/Anti-Surface Warfare (ASuW) multi-mission helicopter available in the 
world today. The first three MH-60R helicopters were delivered to India in 2021 and are being utilized to 
train Indian pilots and crew members in the U.S. In July/August 2022, the Indian Navy accepted the 
delivery of another three helicopters at Kochi International Airport and they will be initially based at 
Naval Air Station INS Garuda in Kochi. A total of 24 MH-60Rs will be delivered in country over the next 
few years. 

The world’s most versatile one-man portable and platform-employed anti-tank precision weapon 
system, JAVELIN also will be part of Lockheed Martin’s exhibit at Aero India. Using “fire-and-forget” 
technology, the weapon guides itself to the target, allowing soldiers and platform assets to reposition 
out of harm’s way once the missile is fired. 
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Boosting Lockheed Martin’s presence at the show will be the C-130J Super Hercules aircraft and the S-
92® multi-role helicopter, both of which represent a strong legacy of partnership with the Indian 
defence industry. The Indian Air Force operates 12 C-130Js, using the tactical airlifter for a variety of 
missions. India also is connected to the C-130J through Tata Lockheed Martin Aerostructures Limited, a 
joint venture, that has the distinction of being the single-global source of C-130J empennage assemblies 
included on all new Super Hercules aircraft. All C-130Js now built have major components manufactured 
in India. 

Lockheed Martin continues to build upon more than seven decades of association and three decades of 
partnerships with India by nurturing and expanding collaborations with local industry to support the 
foundation of indigenous defence manufacturing ecosystem. The company’s present and future 
programs in India range from transport, maritime and fighter aircraft, to sea and land-based air and 
missile defence projects, as well as capabilities in civil sectors including new and renewable energy. 

Photos for editorial use: 

• https://fs4.formsite.com/kallman/files/f-1566-195-
18729979_1Ku75sDx_William_Blair_Vice_President_and_Chief_Executive_Lockheed_Martin_In
dia.jpeg   

• https://fs4.formsite.com/kallman/files/f-1566-195-18729979_atcLrgwE_F-21_India.jpg   
• https://fs4.formsite.com/kallman/files/f-1566-195-18729979_zgZUytbE_MH-60R_2.jpg   
• https://fs4.formsite.com/kallman/files/f-1566-195-18729979_tLvp90TG_C-130J_2.jpg    
• https://fs4.formsite.com/kallman/files/f-1566-195-18729979_Aj2pkZF6_Javelin.jpg  

Note to editors and reporters: 

Visit us at Lockheed Martin Hall A5.1 in Bengaluru and follow us on Twitter @LMIndiaNews for updates 
coming out of the show. 

For additional information, visit: www.lockheedmartin.com/india  
 

MEDIA CONTACT 
Ina Bansal 
Communications Lead - India, Philippines & Thailand 
ina.bansal@lmco.com  
+91 7303918744 

www.lockheedmartin.com  

Follow Lockheed Martin on Twitter!
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United Performance Metals NEWS 

BOOTH #A5.3E IN THE USA PARTNERSHIP PAVILION AT AERO INDIA 2023 

Visit UPM along with our sister company TW Metals in the USA Pavilion Hall A, Booth AR5.3E! 
Visit UPM along with our sister company TW Metals in the USA Pavilion Hall A, Booth AR5.3E! 

United Performance Metals (UPM) is a specialty metals solutions center serving customers in a variety of 
industries including aerospace, defence, space, fastener, medical and many others.  

UPM offers an extensive inventory of Titanium, Nickel Alloys, Stainless Steel and Cobalt Alloy products in 
a variety of forms with both DFARS and non-DFARS designations. UPM offers multiple FIRSTCUT+® 
Processing Services and is now providing products and services to the Additive Manufacturing market. 

UPM carries all relevant industry approvals including AS9100D with ISO9001:2015 and array of OEM 
approvals including LCS.  UPM maintains 11 branches worldwide. 

 

Additional information:  
• To view Corporate Linecards, click here.  
• For more information on new additive manufacturing solutions center, click here. 
• To access videos, click here. 

MEDIA CONTACT 
Tiffany Walker 
Marketing Lead 
twalker@upmet.com  
5138606500 

 

www.upmet.com  

Follow United Performance Metals on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube!
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